Moccamaster coffee maker
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Description

Shop

Moccamaster KBG 741 AO filter coffee maker by Technivorm.

274/275 Upper Street London N1 2UA
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Sunday 11am to 5pm T 020 7288
1996 mail@twentytwentyone.com

This Moccamaster coffee machine is a classic design which produces an exemplary
cup of coffee via a traditional filter brewing process.
Filter coffee offers a healthy option in comparison to other brewing methods since
the filtering process ensures it contains lower levels of cafestol, a compound which
raises cholesterol levels. Filter coffee machines are also more energy efficient and
create less waste than those using capsules.
Moccamaster heats up water to the optimum brewing temperature of between 92°C
and 96°C to extract the full flavour from your coffee beans, producing 1.25 litres of
coffee (approximately 10 cups) within 6 minutes. The dual-heat-switch operated
hotplate maintains coffee at 80°-85°C for 40 minutes.
Features include a brew basket with automatic drip stop and a jug lid with a mixing
tube to ensure coffee is consistent in taste throughout the brew.
To ensure safety of use, the brewing element switches off automatically after all
water has run through, and the brewing element and hot plate work independently.
Moccamaster coffee machines are hand-assembled in the Netherlands using the
highest quality components and rigorously tested to ensure exacting quality control
and guarantee long-lasting performance. Wherever possible, Technivorm makes use
of recyclable and BPA-free materials.
The Moccamaster has a solid aluminium housing, powder-coated in a variety of
colours. All removable parts are easy to clean and easy to replace if necessary.
The KBG 741 AO model is available in nine different colourways: yellow, white
metallic, polished silver, orange, royal blue, red, stone grey, black and brushed
silver.
Supplied with 135cm cord.
Use with Moccamaster coffee filters, which may be purchased with the coffee maker
or separately.
Dimensions
32w x 17d x 36cmh
Weight: 2.8kg

Product code
MOCCA-KBG741AO -59122
Delivery
Yellow: 3-5 working days. All other colours to order: 2-4 weeks.
Price
£199.00
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